WAVE MEADOWS: CURRENTLY UNMOWED AREAS

- On native soil: 44,625 SF
- On reservoir: 59,932 SF

PROPOSED PLANTING:

Existing Wave Meadows to be augmented with native prairie species (reference proposed plant list). Planting will consist of seed, bulb, bare-root stock, and plugs incorporated into existing vegetation.

Species proposed for areas on the reservoir lid are adapted to the well-drained, prairie-based media in those areas. Proposed species will not be limed.

Species proposed for areas off the reservoir lid are adapted to native site soil.

RAINGARDENS: TYPICAL PLANT DISTRIBUTION

PROPOSED PLANTING:

A: Graminoids
B: Forb
C: Medium Shrub
D: Large Shrub
E: Tree

Filter (F): Annuals in open areas

See spreadsheet for proposed species.